Talking Points for the Census 2020 Update/Leave Process

From the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights

- Do you live in a remote, rural area? What about on an Indian Reservation? Starting this week, homes in your area might start receiving the 2020 Census on your doorstep.

- 95% of homes already have their paper forms and can respond now. The Census Bureau is delivering forms to other homes’ doorsteps to make sure everyone can respond to the census online, by phone, or by returning the pre-stamped paper form -- even if mail delivery doesn’t always come to your house.

- Don't worry, getting your census form delivered is easy and no contact. This helps keep everyone safe.
  - These paper questionnaires will be dropped at your doorstep by trained Census Bureau field staff wearing face masks and using hand sanitizer.
  - You can still practice "social distancing" AND fill out the census. Census staff will not knock on your door or interact with the people in your home.
  - Make sure to check your front door in the coming weeks to see if a census form is waiting for you!

- The Census Bureau is closely following official health and safety guidelines so you can safely play your part in building a stronger, better future for your community by completing your 2020 census.